Tuesday, May 29th, 2012

10.00 a.m. – 12.00 noon  Session III  
CHAIR – Dorota Praszałowicz (Jagiellonian University)  
■ James Pula (Purdue University North Central), “Remembering Poland, But Not Polonia”  
■ Neal Pease (University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee) – “Stanley Ketchel, the ‘Michigan Assassin’: The First Polish American Sports Champion”  
■ Maja Trochimczyk (Polish American Historical Association) – “Created by Stalin, Embraced by Emigrants: Mazowsze and Słask and the Polish Folk Dance in California”

12.00 noon – 2.00 p.m.  Lunch

2.00 p.m. – 4.00 p.m.  Session IV  
CHAIR – Ewa Barczyk-Pease (University of Wisconsin – Milwaukee)  
■ Joanna Kulpińska(Jagiellonian University), “Emigration and the Social Topography of a Village: Transatlantic Migrations from Babica in the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century.”  
■ Anna Fin (Jagiellonian University) TBA  
■ Magdalena Matłoka (Jagiellonian University), “Everyday life of the New York Jewtown at the turn of the 19th and 20th century – selected aspects in light of records.”

Kraków, May 28th and May 29th, 2012
AMERICAN ETHNICITY:
RETHINKING OLD ISSUES,
ASKING NEW QUESTIONS
THE FIFTH (BI-ANNUAL) WORKSHOP IN KRAKÓW

Program

Monday, May 28th, 2012

10.00 a.m. – 10.30 a.m.  
Opening of the Workshop
■ Prof. Andrzej Mania – Vice Rector of the Jagiellonian University
■ Mr. Allen S. Greenberg – US Consul General in Kraków
■ Prof. Neal Pease – President of the Polish American Historical Association

10.30 a.m. – 12.30 p.m.  Session I
CHAIR – Adam Walaszek (Jagiellonian University)
■ Suzanne Marie Sinke (Florida State University), “Moravians, Mormons, Moonies: Tying religion to migration across U.S. History”
■ Brian McCook (Leeds Metropolitan University) – “Hard Coal, Hard Men: Polish Masculinity in the Coalfields of Pennsylvania”.

12.30 p.m. – 2.00 p.m.  Lunch

2.00 p.m. – 4.00 p.m.  Session II
CHAIR – Zdzisław Mach (Jagiellonian University)
■ Wolfgang Helbich (Ruhr Universität Bochum) – “Ethnic Legends in History’s Gray Areas: The Case of the Germans in the Civil War”
■ Hartmut Keil (Universität Leipzig) – “German–American Radicals, Antebellum Politics, and the Civil War”
■ Ursula Lehmkuhl (Universität Trier) – “Narrative Tropes as a Transatlantic Bonding Instrument: Political Liberalism and the <Revolutionsnarrativ> in the Letters of the German–American Bohn Family, 1852 to 2005”

5.00 p.m. – 5.30 p.m.  Special Event – Opening of the photo exhibit
United States Study Tour (American South) – Prof. Hartmut Keil and students of the Universität Leipzig and the Jagiellonian University: September 2011